
Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Eighth Grade

Teacher: Room: Date:    Week 17
b

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Subject
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY. FRIDAY. 
1/11/2021 1/12/2021 1/13/2021 1/14/2021 1/15/2021

Literacy 
Synchronous

Transmitting a Memory 
Continued. Reviewing Theme Ban on Sledding? - Article Review: Dystopian Protagonist

IRA: Chapter 18 in groups with 
Tracking Theme

Writing Theme Statements

IRA: Ch. 16 Writing prompt: Does the article 
support your theme statement? IRA: Ch. 17

Literacy 
Asynchronous 

Transmitting a Memory Writing Theme Statements Does the article support your 
theme statement?

Is Jonas developing into a 
dystopian protagonist?

IRA: Chapter 18 in groups with 
Tracking Theme

Math 
Synchronous

Math - Dilations with the center of 
dilation not being the origin but a 
vertex or any point on the 
coordinate grid. Without being in a 
classroom this will only be a visual 
overview. I can only show them the 
measurements needed but actual 
practice would be required for full 
mastery. We will do our best.

Math - Review of Dilations, scale 
factor and Indirect measurement.

Math - Assessment on Dilations Math - Review from 7th grade 
missed topics of  area of 3 
dimensional shapes, Discuss nets, 
vertices, edges, faces. Also discuss 
the effects of scale factor on area 
and volume.

Math - Volume of a cylinder (8-4) 
and the effects of scale factor on a 
cylinder - changing the radius 
compared to changing the height.

Algebra - Begin Unit 4 on 
Functions and linear equations with 
slope. (3-1) continuous and discreet 
and relating functions to real life 
situations, (3-2) vocabulary of a 
function ie. domain, range....

Algebra - (3-3) writing functions 
with dependent and independent 
variables. Functions rule and 
function notation

Algebra - (3-4) Graphing functions. 
Using an x/y table and the 5 step 
rule of creating a table to graing the 
function. Vertical line test included.

Algebra - Assessment quiz 3A 
covering Independent, dependent, 
domain, range, graphing and 
writing functions. Assign notes to 
be copied for (3-5) for tomorrow

Algebra - (3-5) Scatter plots and 
trend lines/ (3-6) Arithmetic 
sequence and common difference. 
Compare the 8th grade method and 
the Algebra method. 

Math  
Asynchronous 

Social Studies 
Synchronous



Social Studies 
Synchronous

Update timelines for 3.3 and 3.4
Students will work in small groups to 
investigate other community organizations in 
Chicago and own neighborhoods.

Students wil continue working on their 
presentations

Presentations will be completed today in class.
Finish presentations if needed.

They will create a presentation/slides to 
present to the class Update timelines 3.5

3.5 How can you work with organizations to 
promote the common good?
Students will look at 2 pictures and answer 
questions 

Social Studies  
Asynchronous 

Vocab Work on presentations Exit slip Unit 3 reflection questions

Science Students will explain their thoughts on why 
skin cancer in australia is so high, having 

proven claim 1 is false. 

Students will start to explore the idea of 
light being different. This will lead them to 
assess the claim that the sunlight in 
australia is different from other parts of the 
world 

Students will read an article that investigates 
light to help them answer the question "is all 

light the same?"
Introduction to waves and wave properties Sim/lab regarding wave properties. 

Enrichment Activities  
Synchronous 

Games and Community Builders 
in Homerooms Extra Help in Subject Areas Health Catch up on work day

Games and Community Builders 
in Homeroom

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

Room 208: Math/Algebra is open for small 
group instruction, review, or any questions that 
you may have. Look in your classroom stream 
for the link. Please let me know if you want 
individual intruction and I will schedule time.

Room 208: Math/Algebra is open for small 
group instruction, review, or any questions that 
you may have. Look in your classroom stream 
for the link. Please let me know if you want 
individual intruction and I will schedule time.

Room 208: Math/Algebra is open for small 
group instruction, review, or any questions that 
you may have. Look in your classroom stream 
for the link. Please let me know if you want 
individual intruction and I will schedule time.

Room 208: Math/Algebra is open for small 
group instruction, review, or any questions that 
you may have. Look in your classroom stream 
for the link. Please let me know if you want 
individual intruction and I will schedule time.

Room 208: Math/Algebra is open for small 
group instruction, review, or any questions that 
you may have. Look in your classroom stream 
for the link. Please let me know if you want 
individual intruction and I will schedule time.

Specials
Synchronous

204-Library 204- Media Arts 204- PE 204 - Art 204-SEL
206-SEL 206-PE 206-Library 206-Media Arts 206-Art
208-Art 208-SEL 208-Media Arts 208- PE 208- Library
210- PE 210- Art 210- SEL 210-Library 210- Media Arts

Student Schedule

Student Engagement

Synchronous
Students/Families, your child will 
to be logged into their Google 
Meet Session during these times.

Asynchronous
Students/Families, your child 

will be engaged in independent 
work, conferencing with the 

teacher, working with a teacher 
assistant, or receiving feedback 

during these times. 

**Wednesday** Health 
Synchronous Instruction
1:25 - 1:55 - Room 204 & Room 
210
1:55 - 2:25 - Room 208 & Room 
206
**Wednesday** Science 
(Asynchronous) Instruction
12:20 - 12:40
**Wednesday** Lunch 
Schedule
12:40 - 1:25

There will be no school on 
Monday January 18 to 

Celebrate Martin Luther Kings 
Birthday



Student Engagement
8:30-8:40 
Attendance & Calm Classroom
8:40-9:20 Period 1

9:20-9:40 Period 1
9:40-10:20 Period 2

10:20-10:40 Period 2

10:40-11:20 Period 3 11:20 -11:40 Period 3

11:40-12:20 Period 4 12:20-12:30 Period 4

12:30-1:15 Lunch/Recess
1:15-1:25 Period 4

2:00-2:25 Academic Enrichment 1:25-2:00 Academic Enrichment
2:25-3:05 Specials 3:05-3:25 Specials

Remote Learning 
Supports

Turning in Work Office Hours Log In Information

Math/Algebra - students need to view all videos and complete all 
daily lesson quizzes as homework.

Math/Algebra - email at any time if 
you miss asynchronous hours Go to the google meets master list of links

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.


